
Highlights & Data 

Streetwear’s secondary market – made

up of small-time and large-scale resellers

– is booming

Resellers have migrated from niche

forums to social media platforms, as well

as standalone online and brick-and-mortar

stores

As streetwear becomes more fashionable,

the resale market’s audience is

broadening, attracting both male and

female shoppers from their teens to their

40s

Demand for rare pieces is driven by social

media and celebrity endorsements, but is

also manipulated by brands who

consciously limit supply

The global apparel resale market (both

online and offline) is valued at $18 billion,

with that figure expected to reach $33

billion by 2021 (ThredUp, 2017)

The sneaker resale market alone was

estimated to be worth $1 billion in 2014

(StockX, 2014)
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HOW HYPE AND RARITY FUEL THE STREETWEAR
RESALE MARKET

The resale market for streetwear has expanded from niche online communities to form a sizeable

part of the $18 billion apparel resale industry. But who are the key players in this world? And what

drives people to spend small fortunes to secure particular sneakers, t-shirts and hoodies?

Location Global

Scope

How much do you think a pair of rare sneakers might be sold for at resale? £500? £1,000? At an

auction in Hong Kong in 2016, a pair of Nike Mags – a futuristic, self-lacing sneaker based on the

iconic style sported by Marty McFly in Back to the Future II – fetched nearly £85,000. [1]

Second-hand streetwear is booming, with the market for sought-after trainers, hoodies and tees

having expanded from niche online communities to a billion-dollar industry operating across eBay,

Facebook, Instagram and even standalone online and brick-and-mortar stores. The shoppers

propping it up? So-called ‘hypebeasts’ – streetwear devotees ranging in age from their early

teens to 20s (and in some cases even older) – eager to ‘cop’ something that’ll not only make

them look cool on the streets, but serve as quality fodder for their Instagram profiles.

This is no small fry subculture, either. In 2017, the apparel resale market (both online and offline) is
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worth $18 billion globally, and is expected to reach $33 billion by 2021. [2] What’s more, the

sneaker resale market alone was estimated to be worth $1 billion in 2014. [3] What’s caused this

spike in reselling? What are the factors that mean some products achieve ‘grail’ status while

others – often bearing the same label – languish in the bargain bin? And how are streetwear

brands affected by the demand for rare pieces?

----

From message boards to million-dollar websites

The history of streetwear resale can be loosely divided into two periods – before social media, and

after social media. “Before social media exploded, when streetwear was much harder to get hold of

and confined to specific markets, guys would be trading stuff over message boards [such as

NikeTalk and Sole Collector], but there wasn’t anything like the sort of full-blown businesses that

you see now,” says Alec Leach, digital fashion editor at Highsnobiety. [4]

In fact, the rise in streetwear reselling seems concomitant with that of social media platforms such

as Facebook and Instagram. These are places where information on brands and styles can be

shared freely, buzz – or ‘hype’ as it’s known in streetwear circles – can be generated around

‘grail’ products, and where sought-after items can be bought or sold, often at hefty prices.

“Knowledge is power, and with unlimited access to countless blogs, hype sites, and influencers,

customers know what the hot new brands and collabs are,” says Darren Skey, founder of retail and

brand consultancy Nieuway and a former Harvey Nichols buyer who oversaw the expansion of the

department store’s streetwear offering. [5]

Streetwear aficionados are setting up stalls online

Estevan Cruz, Creative Commons (2016) © 

The Basement is one example of a streetwear-dedicated Facebook group. Initially started as an

offshoot of a UK/EU group dedicated to Supreme, it has grown from a handful of like-minded

individuals to a 61,000-strong community of enthusiasts in the space of a couple of years.

Meanwhile, on Instagram, there’s been a surge in the number of so-called middleman businesses,

with owners posting pictures of the rare pieces they’ve bought directly from brands or sourced
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from other sellers. They then invite their followers to direct message or phone them with offers, and

– after receiving payment via PayPal – either personally deliver or ship them to the highest bidder. [

6]

Some of these sellers, such as Sole Supremacy founder Derek Lew, have turned their side hustle

into a standalone e-commerce operation. Started in 2007 when Lew was unemployed, Sole

Supremacy has transformed from a way of making a month’s rent to a multimillion-dollar business.

Exactly how many millions Lew isn’t prepared to disclose, although he does reveal that sales have

outgrown the $3 million figure that Highsnobiety claimed the site was grossing in 2015. “I won’t

give an exact figure, but our sales have... steadily grown year [on] year, and we probably sell about

60,000 pairs of shoes a year,” he says. [7]

Demand for items has been so strong that, in February 2016, Dan Gilbert and Josh Luber founded

StockX, the world’s first online stock exchange for sneakers. According to its data for 2016, a Nike

HyperAdapt 1.0 that originally retailed for $720 sold for $3,528, while a pair of Adidas NMDs in

‘Red Apple’ fetched over 13 times the retail price of $170, going for $2,327. [8]

How do hypebeasts define a ‘grail’ product?

ìŠ¹ì›• ìµœ, Creative Commons (2017) © 

Cop or drop?

What is it about certain items that convinces shoppers to spend? “It all comes down to [two things],

” says Lew. “Supply and demand, and hype – the more that people can't have or find [something],

the more they want it, and [celebrities] wearing it just increases the demand.” [7]

Despite the fact there are now more avenues through which to source sold-out stock, the most

hyped brands ensure they limit the volume of products released at each drop to keep demand high.

Speaking to Interview magazine in 2009, Supreme founder James Jebbia said: “If we can sell 600,

I make 400.” This scarcity, coupled with the fact that the brand remains tight-lipped about when

drops will take place, drives frenzied demand. [9]

The buzz brought about by promotion – whether direct communication from a brand, or social
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shares from its followers – is equally important in whetting appetites. “Promotion is still a key part

of a brand or product’s life,” says Skey. “Careful placement can help create ‘grail’ status and [I

know] from experience that if a high-profile star wears a product, sales can explode.” [5]

Knowledge is power, and with unlimited access to countless blogs, hype
sites, and influencers, customers know what the hot new brands and collabs
are

Darren Skey, founder of Nieuway

For example, take Adidas’ Yeezy line – a range of sneakers ‘designed’ and endorsed by Kanye

West in partnership with the German sportswear brand. Since their debut in 2015, Yeezys have

done in a very short space of time what many sneakerheads might once have considered

unthinkable – they’ve become as covetable as Nike’s Air Jordans. Although the rarest Jordans

fetch higher resale prices than any Yeezy, the Adidas line now regularly sells for higher prices;

Yeezy Boost 750s in ‘Grey’ go for $2,987 on the resale market, whereas Jordans released around

the same time go for less than half that sum. [10]

According to Skey, savvy branding plays a role in an item’s appeal. “There are always key

products within the range,” he says. “[Products featuring] the Supreme box logo, for example, will

always drive bigger hype than the rest of the Supreme range.” [5] The fact that Supreme sold red

clay bricks emblazoned with its logo for $30 a piece, which very soon after fetched up to $1,000

each on eBay, supports Skey’s theory. [11]

Big name collaborations can bring in big bucks

Tasha Metamorfosis, Creative Commons (2015) © 

Insights and opportunities

Who are the shoppers spending more than a month’s rent on limited edition items? “It’ll most

likely be younger customers who are constantly buying and selling,” says Leach. “What we’re

seeing a lot these days is guys buying something as soon as it’s released, wearing it for a short
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period of time – and posting it on Instagram, of course – then reselling it for a quick profit and using

the money to fund something else.” [4]

Yet while much of the anecdotal evidence – and a quick glance at a queue outside a Supreme

store on ‘drop day’ – might suggest that the streetwear market’s core customer base (both in

terms of retail and resale) is male and aged anywhere from their early teens to their mid-20s, Skey

claims that its appeal might reach further. “The customer base is wide,” he says. “From my

experience, buyers range in age from their mid-teens to 40-plus. Generally, it’s the ‘hype kids’

you’ll find queuing outside Supreme or Kith for the latest release. I don’t really see older

customers joining the scrum outside, but maybe they’re shopping online. They certainly have

greater financial resources to buy resold product at inflated prices.” [5]

If the age demographic for streetwear is difficult to pinpoint, then what about the gender split?

Interestingly, despite the fact that the movement is rooted in a male-dominated culture around

sports such as skating and surfing, recent years have seen growing numbers of women engaging

with streetwear. Speaking to journalist Louise O’Donovan, 18-year-old Hannah Alkindi describes

how when she joined The Basement in 2014, she saw “barely any” girls posting or selling. But

since then, she’s seen such a rapid increase in the number of female participants on the Facebook

group that she started her own for-women sub-forum called The Baesment. [12]

There’s no age limit to being a sneakerhead

Steven Van (2017) © 

Indeed, a Google search for “women and streetwear” returns a slew of results – mostly from 2016

and 2017 – of articles reporting how the streetwear demographic is definitely shifting. Hypebeast

even launched female-focused site Hypebae in February 2016, and in January 2017, resale site

Grailed published a piece acknowledging its female customer base, offering them a guide on how

to shop streetwear, from sizing to checking for authenticity. [13]

With streetwear resale showing no sign of slowing, how can brands best benefit from the buzz,

without letting resellers swipe, and profit massively, from potential retail sales? Nike, whose Jordan

brand continues to dominate much of the resale market, offers a useful blueprint for balancing
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WANT TO KNOW MORE?

Canvas8 are a leading behavioural insight practice. Working across media, communication and product

design, we harness a range of research methods to reveal practical insights into what audiences really

think and do.

supply and demand. The brand has adopted a flexible strategy that not only co-exists with the

resale market, but actively manipulates it; for many of its drops, Nike releases just the right volume

of stock so that only about 4% of it ends up hitting the resale market. [14] In so doing, it fuels the

hype surrounding its products, while ensuring it doesn’t concede to resellers making massive

profits where it could have been making retail sales.

However, Nike is known for abruptly changing tack at times. In an effort to retain its authoritative

position in the market – and keep buyers and resellers guessing – it will release a very limited run

of a style. In January 2017, for example, it released just 23 pairs of the LeBron 14 (endorsed by

NBA star LeBron James) not at its own physical or online stores, but on StockX. There, one pair

fetched $11,300 at auction, but less than a month later, the same style was available at retail for

less than $200. The result? For the year ending March 2017, as measured by dollar volume, Nike

sold more signature shoes from James than any other NBA player. [15][16] In sum, by expertly

controlling supply, fuelling demand and amplifying its status through a combination of social media

promotion and celebrity endorsement, Nike proved that a brand can successfully leverage the

resale market to push its own stock higher.

Cillian O'Connor is a writer and content strategist based in London. He writes on men's fashion

and lifestyle, and helps brands make themselves heard.
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